
Marriott Hotels Introduces ITS Heartfelt Service & 
Enriching Experiences to The Bustling Business Hub Of 

Navi Mumbai 

Marriott Hotels, the namesake brand of Marriott Bonvoy’s extraordinary 
portfolio of over 30 hotel brands, today announced the anticipated opening 
of Navi Mumbai Marriott Hotel. Situated on the bustling Thane Belapur Road, 
in the heart of Navi Mumbai, the Navi Mumbai Marriott Hotel boasts a prime 
location that perfectly balances convenience and accessibility. This 
advantageous positioning makes it an ideal choice for both business and leisure 
travellers. The hotel is 26 km from the Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj 
International Airport, ensuring easy access for international and domestic 
travellers and only 12 km from the upcoming DB Patil International Airport, 
placing it at the forefront of future connectivity. 

Navi Mumbai – known as one of the largest planned modern cities, holds a 
unique appeal for travellers due to its strategic location, vibrant culture and 
array of attractions. Nestled on the west coast of Maharashtra, India, this 
bustling city is not only a major business hub but also boasts a rich blend of 
modern amenities and natural beauty. The city’s proximity to iconic destinations 
like Lonavala and Pune adds to its allure, offering travellers the opportunity to 
explore diverse landscapes within easy reach. Navi Mumbai is often referred to 
as the Flamingo City due to the significant population of migratory flamingo 
birds that flock to its wetlands and coastal areas. This natural spectacle makes it 
a significant attraction for tourists to capture and explore. 

Exemplifying Marriott Hotels’ continued evolution, guests are drawn in by 
contemporary, comfortable spaces. The hotel offers 152 spacious and elegantly 
designed rooms which includes 45 Club Rooms that feature panoramic city or 
hill views, and a Presidential Suite, spread across 140 sq. meters embracing a 
modern sensibility with bold, clean lines – an indulgent space of unmatched 
affluence. Each room features technology-enabled work surfaces, best in-class 
amenities, relaxing bathrooms and LED TVs.  

https://www.marriott.com/en-us/hotels/bommn-navi-mumbai-marriott-hotel/overview/


The hotel features two restaurants, inviting guests to experience local culture 
through food, music and warm Indian hospitality.  7 Isles – All Day Dining, 
draws inspiration from the city’s historic seven islands, embodying the vibrant 
charm of Mumbai. It features seven live kitchens, each offering a creative array 
of dishes crafted with fresh ingredients. From authentic Maharashtrian curries 
to international delights, the restaurant offers both buffet spreads and à la carte 
o p t i o n s f o r a n i m m e r s i v e d i n i n g e x p e r i e n c e . T h e r o o f t o p 
restaurant Nazaara pays homage to Awadhi cuisine, deeply rooted in Northern 
India’s culinary traditions. Inside, the atmosphere is refined and intimate, while 
the alfresco seating extends to a picturesque open-air pool deck. The bourbon-
based bar enhances the rich, authentic flavours of the cuisine, creating the 
perfect ambiance for dining under the stars. 

Greatroom – a brand signature at Marriott Hotels globally, is an inviting and 
sophisticated space for guests to relax and reconnect. One can enjoy timeless 
concoctions and memorable experiences in a refined atmosphere, from 
premium teas and coffees during the day to classic cocktails and locally 
inspired dishes paired with Jazz & Blues music at dusk.  

Located on the 10th floor, the 24/7 M Club is an exclusive club lounge 
available to Elite Marriott Bonvoy Members and guests staying on executive 
floors. The club offers complimentary breakfast, all-day refreshments, and 
evening cocktails with breathtaking skyline views, allowing guest to unwind 
and relax amidst the warm vibes and charm of Navi Mumbai. 

Navi Mumbai Marriott Hotel introduces an unparalleled MICE venue to Navi 
Mumbai, featuring innovative, flexible design and advanced technology across 
its expansive 715 sq. meters of event and meeting spaces. The Patio Deck, an 
enchanting open area, is perfect for themed breakouts and intimate evening 
cocktail events. The pillarless Panorama Grand Ballroom, spanning 325 sq. 
meters. They can be divided into two venues, offering impressive dimensions 
and acoustics, ideal for large corporate events, weddings and social gatherings. 
For smaller meetings and gatherings, the Prive meeting room provides flexible 
seating and modern amenities, creating an ideal setting for private discussions. 



For guests seeking relaxation and rejuvenation, the Quan Spa offers a serene 
oasis centred around water, featur ing revi ta l iz ing t reatments 
with Thalgo products derived from the sea. Expertly curated, this signature spa 
includes three treatment rooms and a couple’s suite, each providing a tranquil 
escape from the hustle and bustle. Fitness enthusiasts can invigorate their body 
and mind at the fully equipped Fitness Centre or soak in breathtaking skyline 
views from the exclusive rooftop pool. 


